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Abstract. Hinode/EIS observations have revealed outflows

near active regions which remain unexplained. An outflow

region observed by the EUV Imaging Spectrometer (EIS)

that appears slightly redshifted at low temperatures and

blueshifted at higher temperatures is presented. We conduct

simulations and use those to create synthetic line profiles in

order to replicate the observed line profiles of an apparent

open structure. The results of the forward modelling sup-

port a scenario whereby long loops consisting of multiple

strands undergo a cyclical process of heating and cooling on

timescales of approximately 80 min.

Keywords. Solar physics astrophysics and astronomy

(corona and transition region; ultraviolet emissions)

1 Introduction

The EUV Imaging Spectrometer (EIS; Culhane et al., 2007)

has given us spectacular spectral images of various phenom-

ena since its launch. Of particular interest are outflow regions

that may help to explain some of the Sun’s remaining mys-

teries. Such outflow regions are usually located at the periph-

ery of many solar active regions. Large amounts of material

leaving the Sun is always of interest in terms of the coro-

nal heating problem, and in terms of the origins of the solar

wind.

It has been established that transition region emission lines

display no net Doppler shifts or slight redshifts (Doyle et al.,

2002), which are often observed together with blueshifted

higher-temperature lines. This has been reported in a number

of situations: for example, Warren et al. (2011) found red-

shifted cold loops adjacent to a high-temperature blueshifted

outflow region.

In the following work we investigate a particular outflow

region that has been noted in several other papers (e.g. McIn-

tosh and De Pontieu, 2009; Warren et al., 2011). We approx-

imate what appears to be an open structure as a long loop

and perform hydrodynamic simulations to replicate the ob-

served emission line profiles, allowing us to suggest physical

parameters such as temperature and density. We create syn-

thetic line profiles and compare them to the observed profiles

to determine the accuracy of our simulations and to establish

the physical nature of the outflows.

2 Observations

For this study, we concentrated on an active region visible

on 20 February 2007. Hinode/EIS observations of the active

region were carried out using the 1” wide slit in raster mode.

In the following analysis, we select the Fe VIII 185.21 Å,

Fe X 184.54 Å, and Fe XII 195.12 Å spectral lines with for-

mation temperatures of logT ≈ 5.6, 6.0, and 6.2.

EIS level 0 data files are processed with the eis_prep soft-

ware, using the default options. The eis_wave_corr proce-

dure and the level 1 data are used to calculate the wavelength

corrections for each spectral line. We fit a single Gaussian

profile to each line spectrum, using the eis_auto_fit software.

The reference wavelength of each line profile has been up-

dated to match the rest wavelength found in a laboratory,

and is taken from Warren et al. (2011). EIS Doppler veloc-

ities need calibrating against a reference wavelength, where

the quiet Sun velocity averages to zero. For this work the

Fe VIII 185.21 Å line is chosen as a reference. The other lines

are calculated relative to the final wavelength of this line.

The intensity maps in Fig. 1 show fan-like structures at the

top left corners of the images that become bright mainly in

the low-temperature line of Fe VIII 185.21 Å. The connectiv-

ity of the fan-like structures is unclear in the small field of

view of EIS. These are either long loops or open structures

that extend into the solar wind.

We selected three pixels from the outflow region as shown

in Fig. 1 and plotted their line profiles, interpolating between
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Figure 1. Intensity of the Fe VIII and Fe XII emission lines for the

observed area; the outflow region is visible flowing towards the up-

per left part of the images. The black arrows indicate the approxi-

mate locations of the pixels used for the line profiles of Fig. 2. In

order from left to right they correspond to the dashed line, the dotted

line, and the solid line respectively (as drawn in Fig. 2).

the available data points to complete the curves (Fig. 2). Al-

though the three sets of line profiles are not identical, they

have similar intensity despite being taken from different spa-

tial locations. This was also true for other pixels in the re-

gion which are not shown. The Doppler shifts for the pix-

els show slight redshifts for Fe VIII, barring the dotted centre

one, which is slightly blue, and blueshifts for Fe X and Fe XII.

3 Modelling

We approximated the observed structure as a long loop and

modelled it using the 1-D hydrodynamics and radiation code

HYDRAD (Bradshaw and Cargill, 2013). The simulations

were carried out taking into account the 15 most abundant

elements in the solar atmosphere; to begin with they were

considered to be in equilibrium for calculating the initial state

and then not in equilibrium for the ensuing simulations. This

ability of the code combined with its adaptive grid allows us

to get an accurate picture of how all of the ions are affected

throughout the simulations.

The loop was taken to be 100 Mm long, from a visual es-

timate, including 2 Mm of chromosphere at each end. These

footpoints of the loop were held at a constant temperature of

2 × 104 K, and their density varied to find the best value. The

initial apex temperature of the loop was determined by the

code from the footpoint density, so it varied accordingly. The

initial state of the loop is found by uniform time-independent

background heating that persists throughout the simulation to

prevent it from cooling to collapse.

With this loop we then attempted to recreate the observed

line profiles by injecting a single time-dependent heating

Figure 2. Observed line profiles for three pixels chosen from the

outflow region seen in Fig. 1. The different line styles distinguish

the different pixels and the symbols indicate the corresponding ob-

served data points; the gaps are filled via interpolation. The top pro-

file is for the 185 Å Fe VIII (4 × 105 K) emission line, the middle

profile is for the 184 Å Fe X (1 × 106 K) line, and the bottom profile

is for the 195 Å Fe XII (1.3 × 106 K) line. This ordering of lines is

consistent throughout the paper.

pulse into the top of the chromosphere at the first footpoint.

The parameters of the pulse were varied over a number of

simulations, but its temporal evolution always took the form

of a linear increase from zero to maximum heating, a plateau,

and then a linear decrease back to zero.

The simulations began immediately with the injection of

the pulse and continued until the loop had settled back al-

most to its initial state. The physical and ion data were then

forward-modelled using a separate part of the code in order

to synthesize the line profiles of interest in the same way as

described by Taroyan et al. (2006).

The profiles correspond to the emission of the loop from

18.7 to 20.0 Mm, which corresponds to the 1” slit of EIS

when transformed out of the semicircular loop coordinate

frame. We construct the profiles for a single loop, 10 super-

imposed threads, and 100 superimposed threads. In the latter

two cases there is a random time lag between each two, oth-
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Figure 3. Physical properties of the simulated monolithic loop

structure. The plots show the evolution of the temperature (K, top),

velocity (cm s−1, middle), and logarithmic density (cm−3, bottom)

in time and loop coordinate.

erwise identical, neighbouring threads as in the modelling of

Taroyan and Bradshaw (2014). The line profiles, superim-

posed or not, are then fitted with a single Gaussian to de-

termine their Doppler shifts for comparison to the observed

values.

4 Results and discussion

It was found that the observations were reproduced most ac-

curately by a loop with an initial density of 7 × 109 cm−3

which had a corresponding apex temperature of approxi-

mately 0.7 MK. The pulse consisted of a volumetric heating

rate of 6 × 10−3 erg cm−3 s−1, a scale height of 2 Mm, and

a total duration of 500 s. This was broken into 200 s for the

linear increase, 100 s for the plateau, and 200 s for the lin-

ear decrease. The loop reached a maximum temperature of

1.1 MK as it was heated. It was found that heating to the same

peak temperature but with a lower heating rate over a longer

period of time resulted in lower blueshifts.

The physical properties of the simulated loop are shown in

Fig. 3. The effects of the heating injection are reflected by all

three plots, including multiple rebounds at the footpoints as

the loop undergoes a single cycle of heating and cooling to

initial low temperatures. We may be able to obtain a better fit

in future with a dedicated open-structure model.

Figure 4. Synthetic line profiles, from a 5000 s simulation, for a

loop consisting of 1 strand. There is a 50 s interval between each

plotted line.

First, we inspect the single-thread case (Fig. 4): we find

bad agreement with the observations; none of the three pro-

files are persistently Doppler shifted one way or the other;

and where they are shifted, the values exceed those observed.

Also, the profile peaks are not consistent with the observa-

tions. The superposition of 10 threads across the line of sight

as shown in Fig. 5 is a clear improvement, with some periods

of time being fairly comparable to the observations; however

there is still no consistency in shifts amongst the emission

lines. The 100-thread case (Fig. 6) yields further improve-

ments, with the emission lines being fairly consistent with

each other over time, and their peak heights are comparable

to those observed.

The Gaussian fitting in the 100-thread case, taken for-

ward as the most accurate representation of the observa-

tions, revealed Doppler shifts of approximately 0, −10, and

−25 km s−1 for the Fe VIII, Fe X, and Fe XII emission lines

respectively. These values are fairly consistent with the ob-

servations considering the ±5 km s−1 instrument error (Cul-

hane et al., 2007).

www.ann-geophys.net/33/25/2015/ Ann. Geophys., 33, 25–29, 2015
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Figure 5. Synthetic line profiles, from a 5000 s simulation, for a

loop consisting of 10 strands. There is a 50 s interval between each

plotted line.

5 Conclusions

We find that the observed structure can be approximated well

by an impulsively heated multi-thread loop 100 Mm long.

We determine the footpoint density to be 7 × 109 cm−3. The

superposition of multiple threads, each individually heated

by a single pulse, results in the higher-temperature Fe X

and Fe XII lines being persistently blueshifted throughout

the simulation time, whereas the shifts corresponding to the

cooler Fe VIII line tend towards zero for an increasing num-

ber of threads. The good agreement between the observed

and simulated line profiles allows us to interpret the physi-

cal nature of the outflows and the relatively low intensities at

higher temperatures. We conclude that there are at least 100

threads along the line of sight. Each thread undergoes a cycli-

cal process of heating to about 1 MK followed by a cooling to

about 0.7 MK on a timescale of approximately 80 min. While

having each thread only heated once over the simulation time

is a strong assumption, if we were to have instances of mul-

tiple heating in some threads and no heating in other threads

our results would cease to match the observations. The con-

Figure 6. Synthetic line profiles, from a 5000 s simulation, for a

loop consisting of 100 strands. There is a 50 s interval between each

plotted line.

sequences of more general random pulses will be addressed

in a future study.
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